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Molecular fingerprints are ubiquitously applied to represent molecular structure in a wide range
of applications in cheminformatics, computational drug discovery and related fields [1]. Their
greatest advantages are their compactness and machine-readability: the latter enables the fast
comparison of molecular structure and the quantification of their similarity. Similarly,
interaction fingerprints encode information about protein-ligand complexes (highly relevant in
drug discovery) in an equally compact manner [2].
However, there are a great number of methods for calculating the similarity of two such binary
data structures and – despite the general preference of the cheminformatics community towards
the Tanimoto coefficient – the choice of similarity metric is not trivial.
Recently, we have shown with robust statistical methods on a large dataset that the Tanimoto
coefficient is a justified choice from a small pool of commonly known and easily available
similarity metrics – although other, equally consistent metrics could be identified as well [3]. In
2012, Todeschini and coworkers have compared a greater number of similarity metrics using a
different methodology on simulated and real virtual screening datasets [4].
Currently, we are extending our methodology to a larger pool of similarity metrics [1,4] and
molecular, as well as interaction fingerprints, implemented in various cheminformatics and
modeling packages. Similarity metrics will be compared and ranked based on their consistency
with a suitable reference method (data fusion). We also plan on releasing an open-source Python
module implementing the studied similarity metrics, which will be readily applicable with the
Cinfony toolkit, the open-source aggregator of cheminformatics software [5].
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